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Abstract
Purpose of Review: this review presents different types of electromagnetic actuation (EMA) micro-
robotic systems that have been designed for various principles of magnetic microrobot locomotion for
any given tasks.
Recent Findings: Many proposed EMA systems can be significantly improved in terms of perfor-
mance including magnetic field and its gradient strength, size of the workspace, singularity of the
magnetic control, energy consumption. . .
Summary: To manipulate untethered microrobots the EMA system has to be designed prop-
erly to provide sufficient propulsion with respect to application objectives. Great care must
be taken in developing an efficient EMA setup, with sufficient degrees of freedom (DOF) and
without singularity. Hence, the magnetic microrobotic system must be further investigated to
be able to fully comprehend either their capabilities or limitations. Both specifications of the
applications and the general design of EMA systems will be comprehensively discussed and
analyzed in terms of requirements on the number of electromagnets used, the size of the
workspace, the number of degrees of freedom for the locomotion, the manipulability of the
control, the unexpected singularities, system stabilization, etc. Therefore, through the similar
investigation in the characteristics of the application the suitable EMA microrobotic system can
be designed with respect to the desired movement task with given type of the microrobot.

Keywords: Nanorobotics and Microrobotics; Magnetic Actuation System, Electromagnetic Manipulation,
Medical Magnetic Microrobots

1 Introduction
Microrobotics has emerged as an attractive tech-
nology for developing innovative microsystems for
many applications. In particular, in the biomed-
ical field the ambition is to reduce significant
trauma, provide more practical diagnostic tools
and optimize the treatment experience. To achieve
such goals, the actuation of the microrobots must

be fully investigated. Among the various actu-
ation of techniques, untethered wireless control
via magnetic sources is most considered [1–30].
Based on this, numerous electromagnetic actu-
ation (EMA) systems have been developed for
biomedical applications [6, 21, 29–57]. Commonly,
either permanent magnets [6, 31–36] or electro-
magnets [21, 29, 30, 37–57] can be selected to
produce the magnetic sources for the magnetic
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manipulation. The main advantage of using per-
manent magnets is that it can generate a stronger
magnetic field compared to equivalent electromag-
nets [32]. Also, the permanent magnets lead to a
reduction of overheating and energy consumption.
For instance, in [6] the authors have developed
a robotic magnetic navigation system with per-
manent magnets to control a video capsule in
the gastrointestinal tract. [33] have explored a
5 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) manipulator system
to control a magnetic capsule endoscopy in fluid
using a single permanent magnet. Amokrane et
al.[36] have developed an EMA platform consist-
ing of two permanent magnets. The proposed
magnetic platform is allowed to control magnetic
microrobot in the inner ear with good stability
and robustness. Classically, permanent magnets
are suitable for large-sized workspace thanks to
their large magnetic field strength with respect
to the volume ratio. However, there is one thing
that should be noted. The magnetic field and gra-
dient generated by the permanent magnet will
always affect the workspace even it is not required
[34]. It could bring uncontrollable factors in some
medical surgery applications, which will cause
potential surgical risks. Alternatively, the distri-
bution of the electromagnetic field and its gradient
produced by the electromagnet can be adjusted
by changing the flowing current and placement
[58, 59]. In order to strengthen the magnetic field
of electromagnet and its magnetic gradient, elec-
tromagnet filled with a magnetic core (especially
with a high magnetic permeability) is commonly
proposed [38, 39, 60, 61]. It should be noted
here that the induced magnetic field appears non-
linearly characteristics since the magnetic core
guides and concentrates the electromagnetic field.
The magnetic field is related to the current flow-
ing through the electromagnetic coil and the filled
magnetic core. Therefore, considering the control-
lability and flexibility of the magnetic field, we
only discuss the EMA composed of electromag-
netic coils in this review.

Commonly, the EMA microrobotic systems
can be divided into systems that operate in a
two-dimensional (2D) or a three-dimensional (3D)
workspace. The dimensions of workspace depend
on the geometry of the desired application, that
is also decided by the objective of the applica-
tion. When the dimensions of EMA system are
chosen, the other four main elements should be
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the design process of an
EMA system.

also considered as reported in [58]. The fig. 1
illustrates the main design process of an EMA
microrobotic system. From a given application,
the specifications include the type of tasks, the
dimension of workspace, the properties of media,
the type of microrobot and the locomotion of
microrobot. Then designers should consider the
following questions:
• How many number of electromagnets should be

used in the EMA setup?
• Which kind of electromagnet is suitable for gen-

erating the desired magnetic field and gradient?
• Which arrangement or configuration is most

efficient for the motion control of the micro-
robot?

• How many degrees of mobility could be added,
and how far the electromagnet can be moved in
platform? etc.

The desired EMA microrobotic system can be
designed properly when the number of electro-
magnetic coils, the size and shape of electromag-
nets, and arrangement of coils are determined.
According to the investigation reported in [58], the
relations between the specifications and the num-
ber of electromagnetic coils to design an EMA sys-
tem can be proposed. In this paper, only the EMA
systems with 3D workspace are discussed since
the most of biomedical applications are required
3D manipulations. As depicted in fig. 2 different
applied number of electromagnetic coils can be
obtained to meet the different requirements.
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First, the dimension of workspace is chosen
to 3D. The classification of media depends on
the characteristics of the activity space in which
the microrobots move. Commonly, the media
could have high viscosity, low viscosity or non-
Newtonian fluid. Considering the flowing status,
the media could be static or flowing. Obviously the
high viscosity and flowing environment will carry
a difficult condition for the microrobot manipu-
lation. In contrast, low viscosity and static envi-
ronment will lead to an easy operation for micro-
robot. Secondly, the type of applied microrobot
must be selected that is affected by the property
of media. The types of microrobots can be roughly
divided into cylindrical, ellipsoidal, spherical, heli-
cal and irregular shape. A microrobot with a spe-
cific shape will have different types of movement
and will perform different and more or less varied
operative tasks. For instance, helical microrobots
can be selected to move in flowing environment
with high viscosity since it is able to perform
drilling motion thanks to a rotating magnetic
field. If the magnetic gradient is also applied to
produce the magnetic force, the helical microrobot
will be actuated by the stronger propulsion force.
Besides, the cylindrical, ellipsoidal, spheroidal and
irregularly shaped microrobot can be used in the
suitable environments for diverse operating tasks.
Four main types of potential tasks consisting of
controllable structure, material removal, mark-
ing/sensing, and targeted therapy are considered
[19]. For instance, marking/sensing needs precise
navigation by translational movement, both cylin-
drical and spherical microrobots can reach this
objective. However, when the potential movement
requires a combination of translational and rota-
tional motion, such as for material removal and
targeted therapy, the helical microrobot should be
the first choice. Thus, the type of motion should
be considered with respect to the type of micro-
robot and the desired tasks. The types of motion
are considered as rotation, navigation, pulling
and punching, respectively. Lastly, the number
of electromagnetic coils will be determined by
the specific locomotion of the given microrobot.
For example, in a 3D workspace, the reliable
navigation of spheroidal microrobot requires at
least n = 5 numbers of electromagnets since at
least five magnetic gradients are needed; while
the navigation of helical microrobot requires only

n = 3 numbers of electromagnets as manipulat-
ing the magnetic fields in the three axis direction
are enough. Therefore, from the choice of the
above five requirements, the specifications of EMA
microrobotic systems can be analyzed thoroughly.
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Fig. 2: The diagram of the specifications of EMA
system design for 3D workspace.

2 Electromagnetic Actuation
Setups

The EMA systems consisting of different num-
ber of electromagnets have been investigated by
researchers for various applications, and especially
for the biomedical field [6, 21, 29–57]. In this
section, we will discuss the EMA platforms that
enables precise and safer manipulations for the
different microrobotic tasks. An excellent EMA
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system should provide a higher degree of dexterity
allowing a magnetic microrobot to navigate effi-
ciently and reliably within a confined volume [61].
Therefore, the basic objective of the envisioned
EMA setup must provide:
• the sufficient and adjustable magnetic actuation

in any position and direction in the workspace,
for any magnetic microrobot’s location and
orientation;

• a usable 3D workspace (e.g. about few cubic
centimeters);

• a proper organization of electromagnets with
enough versatility compared with the shape
of applied human parts, such as head, limbs,
shoulders, and so on.

With the above requirements, the arrangement of
electromagnets will be designed. Indeed, on the
one hand the magnetic actuation capabilities are
related to the magnets source, and on the other
hand the volume of the workspace is related to the
placement of the electromagnets, hence both of
them are affected intrinsically by the configuration
of the electromagnets.

The electromagnetic coils should be placed
as close to the workspace as possible to enable
stronger field or gradient strength. In [62], the
authors report some approximate reference values
for the size of the workspace should provide on the
different applications. The small EMA systems
with a characteristic length of 50 mm are designed
for in vitro applications and for small animals. The
systems should consider a characteristic length of
about 100 mm for small human body parts, such
as the eyes. Whereas for the larger parts of the
human body, such as the knee or abdomen, EMA
systems will require a workspace with a charac-
teristic length of about 400 mm. For instance, the
OctoRob platform has been designed for intraoc-
ular MIS via the manipulation of the magnetic
microrobot in a viscous fluid media enabling a
3D workspace of about 45mm × 45mm × 45 mm
[60]. The OctoRob platform is composed of eight
coils: four mobile robotic arms to control the
mobile electromagnets orientation and four sta-
tionary electromagnets. The OctoRob developed
at the Laboratoire PRISME is represented in
fig. 3b. From the fig. 2, the 8 electromagnetic
coils are enough for generating magnetic fields and
their gradients, and inducing magnetic torque and
force. Thanks to the robotized arms, the OctoRob

can switch to a configuration like OctoMag[38]
to a MiniMag configuration[39] by modifying the
polar angles of the electromagnetic coils. Sim-
ilar to OctoRob, both OctoMag and MiniMag
are capable of providing up to 5 DOF (3 DOF
in translation and 2 DOF in rotation) to con-
trol magnetically untethered microrobot. Since
the number of electromagnetic coils is more than
5, the OctoMag and MiniMag is capable of pulling
and punching control.

If a bigger workspace is required, the elec-
tromagnets could be set slightly away from
workspace center. However, if the electromagnetic
coil is placed too far away from the working area,
the effective control of the corresponding EMA
system will decrease significantly due to weak per-
formance of the magnetic source. Thus, the choice
of workspace size or the distance between the elec-
tromagnets should be balanced. Basically, it is
difficult to induce a strong magnetic field or gradi-
ent in deep tissue. For the envisioned application,
the boundary values of the generated magnetic
field and gradient in the workspace should be
investigated within various dispositions of electro-
magnets. One solution to this contradiction is to
make the electromagnetic coils movable. Yang et
al. [63] report a flexible EMA system composed
of 3 mobile electromagnetic coils. The proposed
DeltaMag system enables the parallel mechanism
to actuate the three coils to realize large effec-
tive 3D workspace (diameter 280 mm and height
250 mm). The developed electromagnetic coil
configuration has the ability to generate 3D arbi-
trary magnetic fields for its different poses in
the workspace. Then DeltaMag can either control
magnetic catheter or magnetic capsule or per-
form helical propulsion by rotating the magnetic
field. As can be concluded from the fig. 2, three
electromagnetic coils are required to produce the
magnetic torque for the rotational motion.

In [64], authors design an EMA system called
Advanced Robotics for Magnetic Manipulation
(ARMM) with only single one mobile electro-
magnetic coil. This mobile electromagnetic coil
approach allows for easy scaling of the actua-
tion workspace, which depends on the range of
designed robotic arm. As reported the ARMM
system is capable of providing magnetic actua-
tion within a spherical workspace with a radius
of 1300 mm that is a quite larger space. Due to
the limited payload of the applied robotic arm
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3: OctoRob design. (a) CAD representation of the EMA platform and (b) experimental prototype
named OctoRob.

employed in the ARMM system, they propose an
optimization strategy to design the electromag-
net generating the largest magnetic field possible
under a heat dissipation constraint. Furthermore,
a strategy to generate a prescribed magnetic field
and its gradient has been proposed to the control
system. Hence, the number of applied coil is not
fixed or even can be further reduced when the coil
is movable. The researchers have also proposed
some EMA microrobotic system for the precise
manipulation in small workspace, such as in [65],
an EMA system consisting of six electromagnets
are designed and the accuracy of the modeling of
the desired force production at various positions
within the 45µm × 45µm × 45µm cube has been
evaluated. The proposed EMA system is actually
utilized as a model system to study the mathemat-
ical relationship between the desired 3D magnetic
force exerting on the magnetic particle and the six
applied input currents.

3 Discussion
The electromagnetic actuation of magnetic micro-
robotic systems is designed to control microrobots
with the ambition to be able to perform different
types of tasks and operations. Commonly, differ-
ent kinds of magnetic microrobots are manipu-
lated in a workspace via the two following meth-
ods: i) rotating magnetic field to provide swim-
ming motion, and ii) propelling by magnetic gradi-
ent directly. For the rotational motion, the gener-
ation of forward thrust is produced by a magnetic
torque spinning an asymmetric structure such as

a helix. For translational movement, the magnetic
gradient directly induces the net propulsive force
on microrobots that can achieve the motion with
desired translational DOF control. Besides EMA
systems with core-filled electromagnets, EMA sys-
tems consisting of air-filled electromagnets have
also been widely studied[30, 40–42, 44, 45, 51].
Uniform magnetic field is produced by Helmholtz
coils pair and uniform saddle coils pair; while uni-
form gradient is induced by Maxwell coils pair
and the gradient saddle coils pair with the differ-
ent settings. Such electromagnetic coils pairs form
the EMA system with different desired functions.
The four stationary coils pairs, such as two pairs
of Helmholtz coils and two pairs of Maxwell coils,
are able to manipulate a magnetic microrobot in
2D workspace. The same function of control is
also achieved by the saddle coils or combination
of four different coils pairs with a proper configu-
ration. If the electromagnetic coils are mobile, one
rotating Helmholtz and one rotating Maxwell coils
pairs are capable of contributing a 2D position
and orientation control. Similarly, the two rotat-
ing saddle coils pairs are also able to provide the
same control with an appropriate setting. When
the workspace is expanded to the 3D as we dis-
cussed in this paper, more electromagnetic coils
are required. If electromagnetic coils have a capa-
bility of rotation, the number of coils pair could
be reduced. For instance, two pairs of Helmholtz
coils and two pairs of Maxwell coils can actuate 3D
locomotion of microrobot where one Helmholtz
coils pair and one Maxwell coils pair are rotated
along a same axis for rotating 2D manipulation
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plane into 3D workspace. When an electromag-
netic coil is used to generate both magnetic field
and gradient by means of adjusting the current,
the number of stationary coils pairs can be fur-
ther reduced to three pairs. Furthermore, if the
electromagnetic coil is movable, the number of coil
even can down to only one. In addition, the num-
ber of electromagnetic coils also depends on the
type of microrobots, the performed tasks and the
desired locomotion. Therefore, the applied elec-
tromagnets can be placed in different orientations
and positions concerning the given application to
assemble different shapes of the active workspace.

4 Conclusion
The electromagnetic manipulation of microrobots
and the various magnetic actuation systems have
been investigated in this review. The magnetic
locomotion of microrobots requires either the
magnetic field or the spatial magnetic gradient.
The different kinds of microrobots are suitable
to realize the corresponding motion control. The
magnetic manipulation is also affected by the
placed environment. Thus, the given microrobot
with its obtained motion can perform the desired
tasks in the applied media. When the above spec-
ification of the application are clear, the design
parameters of EMA system including the num-
ber of electromagnetic coils, arrangement of the
electromagnets and the needed external device
can be investigated and determined easily and
explicitly. Such as, the spheroidal shape micro-
robot can be actuated by magnetic force to reach
navigation in 3D workspace for sensing or tar-
geted therapy tasks via an EMA system con-
sisting of at least 5 number of electromagnets.
The helical shape microrobot is able to imple-
ment material removal task in 3D workspace by
its rotational motion through an EMA system
with at least 3 number of electromagnets. When
more factors such as mobility of electromagnets
are involved, the design parameters of the EMA
system can be further changed. Therefore, the
EMA microrobotic system can manipulate mag-
netic microrobot efficiently for the desired tasks
when suitable magnetic actuation system has been
chosen. The suitable EMA microrobotic system
can select properly only when the specifications
of the applied application have been thoroughly
investigated.
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